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"That's a great idea! Joel, you are extremely sharp for your age. You're bound to have a bright future awaiting you ahead! " The

Southern Boss praised.

Though his plan of spreading rumors could pressure the Thompsons, the Thompsons might notice that it was a plot and might

not fall for it.

Joel's plan of using Yonas to divide the Thompsons internally was the perfect plan.

If the first and second bloodline of the Thompsons began fighting amongst themselves, the family would be torn apart and the

alliance between the Hiltons and Spears would benefit greatly from it.

Devon, too, turned to look at Joel with approval in his eyes.

"You're too kind, Southern Boss," Joel smiled modestly, feeling smug that he was praised by the Southern Boss.

"Elder Hilton, that settles it! I'll get my men to start spreading the rumors about Roanne later! We shall leave dividing the

Thompsons to Joel and my son, Rodney. I'll tell Rodney to work with Joel. With both plans in place, we should be able to weaken

the Thompsons and eliminate Leon!" The Southern Boss concluded.

"Alright!" Devon agreed.

With that, an alliance was formed between the Spears and the Hiltons to destroy Leon and the Thompsons.

Meanwhile, in the Thompsons Mansion.

Roanne returned to the mansion with John in the evening.

She obtained a Sun Pill from Leon the night before and returned home to hand the pill over to her father.

Roanne found Angus in the living room and walked over to present the Sun Pill to him with a smile on her face. "Dad, here's the

Sun Pill you asked for!"

"Wonderful! It's a shame that there's only one left," Angus accepted the pill, feeling both excited and disappointed at the same

time.

Roanne called him the night before to inform him that Leon only had one Sun Pill and she conveyed Leon's request for the

Thompsons to collect more spiritual herbs that contain light energy, to which Angus agreed to.

"Dad, this might not be enough, but Leon has already agreed to make more for us once we find more herbs that contain light

energy," Roanne said with a smile.

"I hope that would work!" Angus smiled bitterly.

He knew that spiritual herbs were scarce, especially the ones that contained light energy, so it would be a challenge for the

Thompsons.

However, the southern region covered a large area of land where spiritual herbs would occasionally surface every once in a

while.

With the Thompsons' influence over the land, they should be able to obtain one herb containing light energy in a matter of

months, so Angus was not overly concerned about it.

Just then, he heard footsteps approaching and saw Arthur rushing in with Yonas.
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